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YOU MIGHT LIKE TO KNOW

If anyone wishes to present a paper at the General 
Assembly in Halifax, they must send in an abstract by June 1. 
See last month’s Astronotes for the address. Members of 
the Ottawa Center are reminded that their papers must be 
approved by the Ottawa Council before they may be presented 
at the General Assembly. Contact any council member. Three
of them are listed at the top of this page.

The March meeting of the Ottawa Center will be held 
on April 24. This is not a misprint; we had no Center meet- 
ing in March and the April Center meeting is hosted by the 
Observer's Group. The speaker will be Allen Bridle, the 
topic extraterrestrial life.

A group visit to the 15-inch refractor at the Museum 
of Science and Technology has been arranged for the first
available date - sometime in May. Keep watching these pages
and listening at the meetings for details as they become 
known.

A wonderful bookcase has been built at NRC, and has 
been placed outside Room 3001. We may use it for our library 
for as long as it may be required and is not needed else
where.

What do Observer's Group members think of holding 
meetings in July and August? The suggestion was made at a 
recent coordinators* meeting. It was pointed out that ob
serving is best comfortwise in the summer, and that we would 
avoid lengthy September meetings, and that we would miss 
only a small percentage of members who are on vacation.

We can always use new members, and now is no exception. 
We would like to surpass the record number of members we 
had last year, and we will once more have additional 
representation at National Council. If you know anyone

continued on page 4



OBSERVER’S GROUP MEETING - MARCH 7 Jim Hayes

In spite of a snow storm, there were 34 in atten
dance. Cathy Hall opened the meeting, with the following 
announcements: the next beginner’s meeting, March 21; a 
practice occultation to ready observers for grazing 
occultations; and the availability of RASC pins for $3.00, 
but that crests are out of stock. She also announced 
that Barry Matthes is in need of lenses and eyepieces.
There is a need for displays and letters for this year's 
General Assembly, to be held in Halifax.

A very interesting theme talk, "Black Holes”, was 
presented by Doug Welch. He discussed formation, char
acteristics, and phenomena of this super-dense object. 
Space-time warping and travel through space and time was 
also covered in this excellent speech.

Rob McCallum told the group of a meteor observing 
training session to be held at the Quiet Site, March 14, 
for non-official observers. He also mentioned supernova 
and nova observation expectations (he dosen't anticipate as 
many discoveries), as well as a brief outline of variables.

Rolf Meier, leafing through his streams of printouts, 
set the date for the practice occultation for March 18.
The 4.8 magnitude star will be occulted at 8:09 EST. He 
then presented a talk on Pluto (the planet), explaining 
that, due to its eccentric orbit, it is actually the 8th 
planet from the sun at this time.

Cathy Hall investigated recent planetary configura
tions, aided by an excellent selection of slides. Worth 
noting were the configurations of February 12 and 13.

Doug Somers reminded everyone that no one has as 
yet submitted to the Messier race, concluding that 25% 
of the Messier objects are found in the constellations 
Capricorn and Scorpius.

Doug Welch will send asteroid charts to those re
questing them. The sky is now divided into separate areas 
for comet hunting, for which he hopes there will be a 
dash for participation.

Cathy Hall announced that the Observer’s Group will 
host the next meeting. Jon Buchanan's well-recognized 
film will be shown and reports, etc., will be presented. 
Cathy then reminded members that our new library is open 
and refreshments available.

# # # # # # # # #

The Earth is 81.3 times heavier than the Moon.



Are you ready for this? (Yes!) We have 3 new comets 
in the western sky! However, at this point we haven’t been 
able to see any of them due to interference from the first 
quarter moon.

The first is Comet Boethin, 1975a, discovered by Rev. 
Leo Boethin in the Philippines. It was reported as diffuse 
with a slight condensation (c.2745). The possibility exists 
that it may be a short-period comet (c.2749). Its path 
took it from Pisces in the first part of January to Aries 
in mid-February at about 11th magnitude. On March 12th it 
passed about one degree north of the Pleiades. Now it is 
headed towards Auriga where it will pass near Beta Tauri on 
April 6. Here are coordinates (c.2749):

Comet Boethin, 1975a

Date RA Dec mag

Mar 19 4h 13.05m 26° 54.5’ N 13.0
24 4 32.93 27 37.3
29 4 52.16 28 08.7 13.4

Apr 3 5 10.73 28 29.8
8 5 28.61 28 41.7 13.8

Next we have a rather interesting story. Kohoutek 
found a comet and reported it. It was diffuse with a con
densation or nucleus and no tail (c.2752). Ikemura then 
reported a comet which appeared similar in path but with 
the motion reversed. It was diffuse without condensation.
He concluded that it was a different comet. Kohoutek, in 
reply, said that perhaps he had given the wrong direction 
of motion and would look again. He sent in his new observ
ation of it - different by about 2 hours of RA and 2 mag
nitudes fainter. Result: he found a second comet while
trying to verify his observations of the first comet!

Several circulars later, the story ended. We now have 
periodic comet West-Kohoutek-Ikemura, 1975b. It was revealed 
that West (c.2751) is also the same comet. Just think - we 
get 3 comets in one! It was found that it passed only 0.01 
AU from Jupiter in March 1972 (c.2756). Plotted on an atlas 
its path took it up through Cetus at about 12th magnitude 
in early February and into Aries in early March. On March 
20 it passed about 2 degrees north of the Pleiades. Now 
it is headed up towards the middle of Auriga where it will



be for moat of April. Coordinates follow (c.2756):

Periodic Comet West-Kohoutek-Ikemura, 1975b

Date RA Dec

Mar 19 3h 38.75m 25° 44.0’ N
29 4 09.34 30 03.3 12.7

Apr 8 4 42.16 33 42.2
18 5 17.01 36 36.9 13.1
28 5 53.41 38 45.3

May 8 6 30.67 40 06.9 13.5

Lastly, there is Comet Kohoutek, 1975c.
of February it was in the Hyades at about magnitude 14.5.
It then headed almost due east in Taurus at about mag 15 
and will enter Gemini in early April (c.2757). At that 
point it will even be beyond the reach of our super 16-inch 
telescope.

What does that leave us? By the time of last quarter 
moon, comets 1975a, 1975b, and 1975c will have faded to 
about magnitudes 14, 13, and 16 respectively. There is 
not much hope for 1975a and none for 1975c if the magni
tude predictions are close to reality. As for 1975b, there
is a chance. We’ve seen 12th magnitude comets easily with
the 16-inch telescope. Up until now, we just haven’t bad 
a handy 13th magnitude comet to try it out on.

(Not so - Comet Sandage was seen with the 16-inch on
September 14/15, 1972, at a magnitude of 13.5 - with a 
first-quarter moon nearby. See Astronotes Nov., 1972. -Ed)

######### 
continued from page 1

who has not rejoined this year, please urge them to do so. 
If you know anyone even remotely interested in Astronomy, 
bring them along to one of our meetings so that they know 
what it’s all about.

The next Beginner's Meeting is on April 18. The one 
on March 21 was attended by 21 persons.

Finally, articles for the May issue of Astronotes 
are due by April 18.

#########

Near the end



OBSERVING CEPHEID VARIABLES Robert McCallum

A variable star program I would like to initiate is 
the observation of Cepheid variables. These stars are 
characterized by very regular periods of one to about eighty 
days and magnitude ranges of 0.5 to S or 3 magnitudes. Many 
are bright enough to be observed with binoculars, and a few 
are naked eye.

Estimates do not have to be made often. If a number 
are made over a period of time (at least several periods 
of the star) they can be "overlapped" since the period is 
usually accurately known. This is done as follows. A cer
tain time one period length long will contain one complete 
light curve (a "cycle" of the star). One can choose a time 
period near the date one first starts observing the selected 
star. If the observer takes all later observations and sub
tracts the proper multiple of a period length from the 
chosen cycle, the observations can be plotted at the same 
brightness at the same phase in the chosen cycle. This way 
a very detailed light curve can be built up, and the time of 
maximum can be very accurately determined, (see diagram)

An obvious question is the purpose of observing these 
stars, if the period lengths and light curves are already 
accurately known. Well, period variations associated with



evolutionary changes in the star do occur over long 
periods of time. Since the period length is dependant on 
the star's mass, and more massive stars evolve more rapid
ly, stars with periods longer than 10 days often show 
distinct period changes in less than 10 years. This 
change can be seen when the given period length is con
tinuously added to the epoch (a given date of maximum) 
until the date one has observed is reached. Often the 
calculated cycle will be sightly off the observed one.
The "O-C" (observed minus calculated date of maximum), 
measured in days, is positive if the star is ahead of its 
predicted maximum, and vice versa. Actual changes in the 
period length will probably not be seen as the O-C value 
has been building up over many cycles.

Thomas Gragg, the chairman of the AAVSO Cepheid com
mittee, has sent me some information on their observing 
program, along with charts for two good binocular stars.
T Monocerotis is rapidly disappearing into the sunset, 
but we should be able to follow the other one, X Cygnus, 
for the next six months. I will hopefully have charts at 
the next few meetings.

Moving on to other fields, I have made at least one 
drawing of a galaxy for Rolf's supernova search (maybe 
more by the time you read this). It is sitting on the 
table at North Mountain Observatory; people using that 
site might look at the field - the location is marked on 
the chart. Rolf also made a drawing, but it turned cut 
to be a globular.#

At the January Observer's Group meeting, I outlined 
the requirements for the Variable Star Award of 1975. I 
said that "quality" will be more important than quantity. 
Some people seem to have inferred that the accuracy is 
what is important. This is not true. What I mean is that 
the quality of an observer’s program is important. Shear 
numbers do not allow inclusion of searching for variables, 
supernovae, etc., which really should be considered. I 
cannot assign any definite "points" that these would be 
worth, since that would depend on various factors. All I 
can say is that a well-organized program of observing 
would be "worth" more than one of sporadically making 
estimates, assuming that each observer makes the same 
number of estimates. If the sporadic observer made twice 
as many, he could easily win.

#Ed. note - There is a very good explanation for this. 
If you look at the positions of M 55 and M64 on an atlas it



People often ask me why I observe minor planets. They 
will say, "It looks just like a star, so why bother?" My 
friends, it is not that simple. Think of the ancients look
ing up at the Andromeda galaxy and saying, "It looks just 
like a little cloud, so why bother?" You know how far that 
kind of attitude will get you. Observing asteroids is not 
only pleasureable but also can be taken seriously and use
ful contributions to the knowledge of the solar system can 
be supplied by the average amateur. This field is one of 
the only fields that concerns our solar system in which 
NASA hasn’t outmoded earth-based research (yet).

There are quite a few members of the Ottawa group who 
get supplied with Dr. J. U. Gunter’s wonderful charts and 
a few have even found several minor planets. The operation 
to find one is simple. The field on the charts is fairly 
large and always contains a star of at least fourth mag
nitude. It is then fairly routine to star hop to the field. 
The asteroid is found near the line and is where no star is 
marked on the chart. Once located it can usually be tracked 
night after night and from field to field. Most minor 
planets move quite slowly and show on the average a 5' to 
10' displacement from one night to the next. At a station
ary point the planet is, of course, STATIONARY! In the 
other extreme, earth-grazers like Eros cover a few degrees 
in one day. With binoculars one can see 10th mag and 
brighter minor planets. In 1975 there are about 15 visible 
with binos.

The most obviously useful work that an amateur equipped 
with a 60 mm or larger telescope can do is position measure
ments. This may be done by just marking the position on the 
chart by an "X" by comparing its position with other stars 
in the field. By the way, it is wise to use low or medium 
power, as high power won’t show any detail and will restrict 
the field considerably. The time and date should be noted 
and the observation will be sent to ALPO Minor Planet re
corder, if given to me.

The second way is more elegant and considerably more 
accurate.

Take a low or medium power eyepiece and insert one 
straight crosshair in focus across the field. After locat
ing the asteroid, insert the eyepiece and align the cross
hair so it is north-south in orientation. Find a 7th, 8th, 
or 9th mag star to the west in the field. You may go a 
field or two west if necessary. You will also need a stop-



watch or CHU. If you have a clock drive, now is the 
time to turn it off. When the bright star reaches the 
crosshair and disappears start the stopwatch. Record 
the time and do it 3-5 times again. Then record the time 
and date and the average number of seconds (or minutes).

Be sure to record which star was the bright one by drawing 
from it to a visual naked eye star or by marking it on a 
chart. Send this information to me and I will reduce it 
and send it in. Try to estimate its declination by plot
ting it the easy way aforementioned. Obviously, the pro
cedure is backwards positionwise for a star east of the 
planet.

Happy Asteroiding!

(Ed note: An object moves across the sky, and hence
through the ’scope field at a rate of about 1 second of 
RA in 1 second of time. On celestial equator, this is 
about 15 seconds of arc.)



METEORS

After a relatively dry winter, April showers are here!
In particular, we have the April Lyrid meteor shower, with 
maximum activity on April 22. The moon will be up much of 
the night but when it is down you should see about a dozen 
of these bright meteors an hour, each one appearing to come 
from the constellation Lyra. A group will be observing these 
meteors from the Quiet Site for a few days before and after 
April 22. If you want to be a part of that group, contact 
the meteor coordinator, Robert McCallum, at 729-9977.

# # # # # # # # #

BODE’S LAW FOR JUPITER’S SATELLITES? Rolf Meier

Everyone is familiar with Bode’s Law for the planets 
of the solar system, the empirical formula which gives very 
good approximations for their distance from the sun. To 
refresh your memory, it simply says, take the number 0.4; 
this gives the distance of Mercury from the sun in AU. The 
distance of each successive planet in AU is then given by,

D = 0.4 + 0.3 x 2(N-2),

where N is the order of the planet from the sun. The 
asteroids are assumed to be at position N = 5.

Well, the same formula seems to hold for the 5 largest, 
inner Jovian satellites if you use different constants.
In fact, the equation has the form,

D = 1.2 + 1.5 x 2(N-2)

This gives the distance of the satellites from Jupiter 
in mAU. Here are the values as calculated for the first 
five satellites and the actual values for comparison:

satellite formula distance, mAU actual distance

V 1.2 + 0 2(2-2)
2(3-2) 
2(4-2) 
2(5-2)

= 1.2 1.2 mAU
I Io 1.2 + 1.5 X = 2.7 2.8 mAU
II Europa 1.2 t 1.5 X = 4.2 4.5 mAU
III
IV

Ganymede
Callisto

1.2
1.2 +

1.5
1.5

X
X

= 7.2 
= 13.2

7.2
12.6

mAU
mAU

It is quite apparent that there is, in fact, close



agreement between the calculated values and the actual 
ones. But what does this mean?

Well, it means that the same general equation holds 
for the distances of planets around their parent body, 
for every system that we can observe from the Earth.
These are the sun with its planets, and Jupiter ( a 
miniature sun) and its'planets'. It now remains to be 
seen whether the same law holds for other systems with 
enough members to allow the relationship. It is quite 
likely that when massive systems develop, the gravitation
al forces are distributed such that the bodies of the 
system form in regions of minimum overall energy, given 
the initial angular momentum conditions. Thus the con
stants in Bode's Law can probably be derived from the 
mass of the system and initial angular velocities, which 
can also be calculated.

Similar systems which might be investigated for this 
property include multiple star systems, and naturally, 
other planetary systems.

# # # # # # # # #

PLANETS

This month Uranus comes to opposition in the con
stellation Virgo. There is a handy map in the RASC hand
book which gives you its position. One thing you should 
try under a dark sky is to locate Uranus with the naked 
eye. You may cheat a bit by finding it in binoculars 
first so that you know exactly where to look. Once you 
have spotted it, it can be followed from night to night 
just with the naked eye. It seems almost by very bad 
luck that the ancients did not recognize Uranus as a 
"wanderer". By the way, its magnitude is 5.7.

In a telescope, Uranus shows up very green and with 
a definite disc to it. 100 power is quite enough to 
show this. Look for Uranus' brightest satellite at 10 
diameters of the planet away, in an orbit that is in a 
plane almost perpendicular to our line of sight. Uranus' 
axis of rotation is tilted 97 degrees from the ecliptic. 
Actually, you may have better luck looking for Neptune's 
brightest moon, which is mag. 13.5.

I have been tracking Pluto in the last few weeks. 
There is a very good map in the BAA handbook showing the 
path of Pluto. Please see your planetary coordinator 
for all the info about the planets.
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